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Abstract 

We introduce the notion of the degree of incidence of a vertex and an 
edge in a fuzzy graph into fuzzy graph theory. We concentrate on 
incidence, where the edge is adjacent to the vertex. We determine 
results concerning incidence cutvertices, incidence cutpairs, fuzzy 
incidence paths, fuzzy incidence trees for fuzzy incidence graphs. 

1. Introduction 

In [1] and [2], Dinesh introduced the notion of the degree of incidence           
of a vertex and an edge in fuzzy graph theory. This notion seems to have 
potential use in a variety of areas involving networks. Basic results 
concerning fuzzy graphs can be found in [3] and [4]. 

A fuzzy subset of a set V is a function of V into the closed interval [ ],1,0  

[5]. Let σ be a fuzzy subset of a set V. Define the support of σ, written 
( ),Supp σ  to be the set ( ){ }.0>σ|∈ xVx  For [ ],1,0∈t  define the level set 

tσ  to be the set ( ){ }.txVx ≥σ|∈  
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Let V be a set. Define a relation ~ on VV ×  by for all ( ) ( ) ∈vuyx ,,,  

( ) ( )vuyxVV ,,, ~×  if and only if ux =  and vy =  or vx =  and .uy =  

Then it is easily shown that ~ is an equivalence relation on .VV ×  For all 

,, Vyx ∈  let ( )[ ]yx,  denote the equivalence class induced by ( )., yx  Then 

( )[ ] ( ) ( ){ }.,,,, xyyxyx =  Let ( )[ ]{ }.,,, yxVyxyx ≠∈|=E  Let .E⊆E  

If we consider the set E to be the set of edges in a graph ( ),, EV  then no 

element of V has a loop. For ( )[ ] ,, Eyx ∈  we write xy for ( )[ ]., yx  Then 
.yxxy =  

2. Preliminaries 

We first recall and introduce certain basic notions on incidence for crisp 
graphs. 

Definition 2.1 [2]. Let ( ),,, IEVG =  where .EVI ×⊆  Then G is 

called an incidence graph. 

We note that if { } { },,, uvEvuV ==  and ( ){ },, uvvI =  then ( )IEV ,,  

is an incidence graph by definition even though ( ) ., Iuvu ∉  

Definition 2.2 [2]. Let ( )IEVG ,,=  be an incidence graph. If ( )vwu,  

,I∈  then ( )vwu,  is called an incidence pair or simply a pair. If ( ),, uvu  

( ) ( ) ( ) ,,,,,, Ivwwvwvuvv ∈  then uv and vw are called adjacent edges. 

Definition 2.3 [2]. An incidence subgraph H of an incidence graph G is 
an incidence graph having its vertices, edges, and pairs in G. If H is an 
incidence subgraph of G, then G is called an incidence supergraph of H. 

Let ( )IEVG ,,~
=  be an incidence graph. Let ,VV ⊆′  ,EE ⊆′  and 

.II ⊆′  Then ( )IEVG ′′′=′ ,,~  is called a near incidence subgraph of G~  if: 

(1) VuEvu ′∈′⇒′∈′′  or Vv ′∈′  and (2) ( ) ., EvuIvuv ′∈′′⇒′∈′′′  
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Definition 2.4 [2]. Let ( )IEVG ,,=  be an incidence graph. A sequence 

( ) ( ) ...,,,,,,,, 1101101000 vvvvvvvvvv  

( ) ( ) nnnnnnnnnn vvvvvvvvvv ,,,,,, 11111 −−−−−  

is called a walk. It is closed if .0 nvv =  If the pairs are distinct, then it is 

called an incidence trail. If the edges are distinct, then it is called a trail. If 
the vertices are distinct, then it is called a path. If a path is closed, then it is 
called a cycle. 

By the definition of a cycle, all incidence pairs are distinct. 

We include the following sequences to be walks: 

( ) ( ) ...,,,,,,,, 1101101000 vvvvvvvvvv  

( ) ( ) ( ) ;,,,,,,,,, 1111111 ++−−−−− nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn vvvvvvvvvvvvvvv  

( ) ( ) ( ) ...,,,,,,,,,,, 1101101000000 vvvvvvvvvvuvvuv  

( ) ( ) ;,,,,,, 11111 nnnnnnnnnn vvvvvvvvvv −−−−−  

( ) ( ) ( ) ...,,,,,,,,,,, 1101101000000 vvvvvvvvvvuvvuv  

( ) ( ) ( ) .,,,,,,,,, 1111111 ++−−−−− nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn vvvvvvvvvvvvvvv  

The latter is closed if .10 += nnvvuv  If the vertices are distinct, then they 

are called incidence paths. 

From the definition of a path, if uv is on the path so are ( ) ( ),,,, uvvuvu  

but not an incidence pair of the form ( )vwu,  with .wuv ≠≠  

Definition 2.5 [2]. An incidence graph in which all pairs of vertices are 
joined by a path is said to be connected. 

Definition 2.6 [2]. An incidence graph having no cycles is called a 
forest. If it is connected, then it is called a tree. 
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Since a tree is connected, all pairs of vertices are connected by a path.             
By the definition of a path, if uv is on the path so are ( ) ( ),,,, uvvuvu  but no 

incidence pair of the form ( )vwu,  with wuv ≠≠  is on the path. 

A component in an incidence graph is a maximally connected near 
incidence subgraph. Recall that the definition of connectedness uses a                              
path which for incidence graphs involves ( )uvu,  and ( )uvv,  for every uv          

in the path. Thus, the removal of a pair ( )uvu,  can increase the number of 

components in an incidence graph. For example, consider the incidence 
graph { } { } ( ) ( ){ }( ).,,,,,, uvvuvuuvvuG =  Then G is connected, but =H  

{ } { } ( )( )uvvuvvu ,,,,  is not. H has two components, namely: { }u  and 

{ } { } ( )( ).,,, uvvuvv  

Definition 2.7. If the removal of an edge in an incidence graph increases 
the number of connected components, then the edge is called a bridge. 

Definition 2.8. If the removal of a vertex in an incidence graph increases 
the number of connected components, then the edge is called a cutvertex. 

Definition 2.9. If the removal of an incidence pair in an incidence graph 
increases the number of connected components, then the incidence pair is 
called a cutpair. 

Consider the incidence graph 

({ } { } {( ) ( ) ( ),,,,,,,,,,,, uwuuvvuvuvwuwuvwvuG =  

( ) ( ) ( )}).,,,,, vwwvwvuww  

Then ( )uvu,  is not a cutpair, since G remains connected since there is a path 

from u to v going through w. 

We next introduce the notion of a fuzzy incidence graph. 

Definition 2.10 [2]. Let ( )EVG ,=  be a graph and σ be a fuzzy subset 

of V and µ is a fuzzy subset of .EV ×  Let Ψ  be a fuzzy subset of .EV ×      
If ( ) ( ) ( )evev µ∧σ≤Ψ ,  for all Vv ∈  and ,Ee ∈  then Ψ  is called a fuzzy 

incidence of G. 
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Definition 2.11 [2]. Let ( )EVG ,=  be a graph and ( )µσ,  be a fuzzy 

subgraph of G. If Ψ  is a fuzzy incidence of G, then ( )Ψµσ= ,,~G  is called 

a fuzzy incidence graph of G. 

Let ( )EV ,  be a graph and ( )IEV ,,  be an incidence graph. Then 

.EVI ×⊆  We will assume in the following that ( ){ }., EuvuvuI ∈|⊆         

Let ( ) ( ){ }., EuvuvuE i ∈|=  (Note  that since ,vuuv =  ( ) ( ) )., iEuvv ∈  

Although not allowed here, incidence pairs of the form ( ),, vwu  where 

wuv ≠≠  also have potential applications in network theory. For example, 

( )vwu,  might represent u’s influence on vw with respect to flow from v to w. 

The flow might be human trafficking between countries or illicit flow of 
drugs, arms, or money between countries, [6] and [7]. 

Let ( )EVG ,=  be a graph and ( )µσ,  be a fuzzy subgraph of G. Let 

( )IEV ,,  be an incidence graph. Let ( )Ψµσ ,,  be a fuzzy incidence graph 

on G. Define [ ]1,0: →µσ EV ∪∪  as follows: if ,Vu ∈  ( ) ( ) =µσ u∪  

( )uσ  and if ( ) ( ) ( )., uvuvEuv µ=µσ∈ ∪  Since ( ) ( ) ( ) =µ∧σ≤Ψ uvuuvu,  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),uvu µσ∧µσ ∪∪  we can consider ( )Ψµσ ,∪  as a fuzzy subgraph 

of (
( )
).,

i
EEV ∪  That is, the elements of EV ∪  can be thought of as the 

vertices and the elements of ( )iE  as the edges. This interpretation will aid in 
the understanding of the proofs to follow. 

Definition 2.12 [2]. Let ( )Ψµσ= ,,~G  be a fuzzy incidence graph and 

( ).Supp µ∈xy  Then xy is an edge of G~  and if ( ) ( ) ( ),Supp,,, Ψ∈xyyxyx  

then ( )xyx,  and ( )xyy,  are called incidence pairs. 

Definition 2.13 [2]. Let ( )Ψµσ= ,,~G  be a fuzzy incidence graph. Two 

vertices u and v joined by a path in a fuzzy incidence graph are said to be 
connected. 
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3. Main Results 

In this section, we determine results concerning incidence cutvertices, 
incidence cutpairs, fuzzy incidence paths, fuzzy incidence tree for fuzzy 
incidence graphs. 

Sequences of the type ( ) vuvuu ,,,  are not allowed as paths in an 

incidence graph. One needs ( ) ( ) .,,,,,, vuvvuvuvuu  

In view of our definition of incidence walk, we can consider 

( ( ) )iEEV ,∪  as a bipartite graph. 

An incidence graph ( )Ωντ= ,,~H  is called a partial fuzzy incidence 

subgraph of the fuzzy incidence graph ( )Ψµσ= ,,~G  if ,, µ⊆νσ⊆τ  and 

.Ψ⊆Ω  H~  is called a fuzzy incidence subgraph if σ=τ  and .µ=ν                 

A partial fuzzy incidence subgraph H~  is said to span G~  if σ=τ  and 

.µ=ν  In this case, H~  is called a spanning fuzzy incidence subgraph of .~G              

A partial fuzzy incidence subgraph H~  of G~  is called maximal if 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).,, xyxxyxxyx Ψ∧ν∧τ=Ω  

Let ( )Ψµσ ,,  be a fuzzy incidence graph. Let ,N∈n  the natural 

numbers. Let ., Vvu ∈  Define 

( ) { ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )21221111100 ,,,,, vuvvuuuvvvuuuvun Ψ∧Ψ∧Ψ∧Ψ∨=Ψ  

( ) ( ) ( ) ,,,, 00111 uuvuvvuvvuu nnnnnnnn =|ΨΨ∧Ψ∧∧ −−−  

}.1...,,1,,, −=∈= niVvuvv iin  

Recall a (crisp) incidence graph with no cycles is called a forest and a 
connected forest is called a tree. We call a fuzzy incidence graph a              
forest if the graph consisting of its nonzero incidence pairs is a forest, and a 
tree if this graph is also connected. We call a fuzzy incidence graph a            
fuzzy incidence forest if it has partial fuzzy spanning incidence subgraph 
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( )Ωµσ= ,,~F  which is a forest, where for all pairs not in F~  (i.e.,  

( ) ),0, =Ω xyx  we have ( ) ( ).,, xyxxyx ∞Ω<Ψ  In other words, if ( )xyx,  

is in ,~G  but not in ,~F  then there exists an incidence path in F~  between x 

and xy whose strength is greater than ( )., xyxΨ  A connected fuzzy incidence 

forest is called a fuzzy incidence tree. 

Let { }zyxV ,,=  and { }.,, xzyzxyE =  Let µσ,  and Ψ  be defined as 

follows: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,1,1,1 =σ=σ=σ zyx  

( ) ( ) ( ) ,21,43,83 =µ=µ=µ xzyzxy  

( ) ( ) ,83,,83, =Ψ=Ψ xyyxyx  

( ) ( ) ,41,,43, =Ψ=Ψ yzzyzy  

( ) ( ) .21,,21, =Ψ=Ψ xzzxzx  

Then ( )Ωµσ= ,,~F  is a fuzzy incidence tree, where ( ) 0, =Ω yzz  and 

Ψ=Ω  elsewhere. 

Definition 3.1. Let ( )Ψµσ= ,,~G  be the fuzzy incidence graph and 

( ) ( )., iEuvu ∈  Then ( )uvu,  is called an incidence cutpair if ( )xyx,∞Ψ′  

( )xyx,∞Ψ<  for some ,, Vyx ∈  where ( ) 0, =Ψ′ uvu  and Ψ=Ψ′  

elsewhere. 

Theorem 3.2. Let G~  be a fuzzy incidence graph. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 

(1) ( ) ( ).,, uvuuvu Ψ<Ψ′∞  

(2) ( )uvu,  is an incidence cutpair. 

(3) ( )vwu,  is not the weakest incidence pair of any cycle. 
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Proof. We prove the following three implications by contrapositive: 

(1) ⇒ (2) If ( )uvu,  is not an incidence cutpair, then ( ) =Ψ′∞ uvu,  

( ) ( ).,, uvuuvu Ψ≥Ψ∞  

(2) ⇒ (3) Suppose ( )uvu,  is the weakest pair in a cycle. Then any path 

involving ( )uvu,  can be converted into a path not involving ( )uvu,  but at 

least as strong by using the rest of the cycle as a path from u to uv. Thus, 
( )uvu,  is not an incidence cutpair. 

(3) ⇒ (1) Suppose that ( ) ( ).,, uvuuvu Ψ≥Ψ′∞  Then there is a path 

from u to v not involving ( )vuu,  that has ( )vuu,strength Ψ≥  and this path 

together with uv forms a cycle of which ( )uvu,  is the weakest pair. 

Theorem 3.3. Let ( )Ψµσ= ,,~G  be the fuzzy incidence graph. If 

( ]1,0∈∃t  such that ( ( ) ( ) )tSuppSupp Ψµσ ,,  is a tree, then ( )Ψµσ ,,  is a 

fuzzy incidence tree. Conversely, if ( )Ψµσ ,,  is a cycle and ( )Ψµσ ,,  is a 

fuzzy incidence tree, then ( ]1,0∈∃t  such that ( ( ) ( ) )tSuppSupp Ψµσ ,,  is a 

tree. 

Proof. Suppose that t exists such that ( ( ) ( ) )tΨµσ ,Supp,Supp  is a tree. 

Let Ψ=Ω  on tΨ  and ( ) 0, =Ω xyx  if ( ) ., txyx Ψ∉  Since ( ( ),Supp σ  

( ) ( ))Ωµ Supp,Supp  is a tree, ( )Ωµσ ,,  is a spanning fuzzy subgraph of 

( )Ψµσ ,,  such that ( )Ωµσ ,,  is a fuzzy tree. Suppose that ( ) ∈uvu,  

( ) ( ).Supp\Supp ΩΨ  Then ( ) tuvu Ψ∉,  since ( ).Supp Ω=Ψt  Thus, ( )uvu,Ψ  

( )., uvut ∞Ω≤<  Hence ( )Ψµσ ,,  is a fuzzy incidence tree. 

Conversely, suppose ( )Ψµσ ,,  is a cycle and ( )Ψµσ ,,  is a fuzzy 

incidence tree. Then there exists a unique ( ) ( )Ψ∈ Supp, xyx  such that 

( ) { ( ) ( ) ( )}.Supp,,, Ψ∈|Ψ∧=Ψ uvuuvuxyx  Let t be such that ( )xyx,Ψ  
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{ ( ) ( )( ) ( ){ }}.,\Supp,, xyxuvuuvwut Ψ∈|Ψ∧≤<  Then ( ( ) ( ),Supp,Supp µσ  

)tΨ  is a tree. 

Theorem 3.4. Let ( )Ψµσ= ,,~G  be a fuzzy incidence graph and 

( ) ., EVuvu ×∈  If ( )uvu,  is an incidence cutpair, then ( ) =Ψ uvu,  

( )., uvu∞Ψ  

Proof. Suppose ( ) ( ).,, uvuuvu ∞Ψ<Ψ  Then there exists a strongest 

path from u to uv such that all pairs ( )xyx,  in the path are such that 

( ) ( ).,, uvuxyx Ψ>Ψ  This path together with ( )uvu,  forms a cycle in 

which ( )uvu,  is the weakest pair and so ( )uvu,  is not an incidence cutpair. 

Definition 3.5. Let ( )Ψµσ= ,,~G  be a fuzzy incidence graph and 

.Vw ∈  Then w is called an incidence cutvertex if there exist Vvu ∈,  such 

that ( ) ( )uvuuvu ,, ∞∞ Ψ<Ψ′  for ,vwu ≠≠  where ( ) Vzzww ∈∀=Ψ′ ,0,  

and Ψ=Ψ′  elsewhere. 

Theorem 3.6. Let ( )Ψµσ= ,,~G  be the fuzzy incidence graph. If w is a 

common vertex of at least two incidence cutpairs, then w is an incidence 
cutvertex. 

Proof. Let ( )wuw 1,  and ( )wuw 2,  be two incidence cutpairs. Then there 

exist u, v such that ( )wuw 1,  is on every strongest u-v path. If w is distinct 

from u and v, then w is an incidence cutvertex. Suppose uw =  or .vw =  

Then ( )wuw 1,  is on every strongest u-w path or ( )wuw 2,  is on every 

strongest w-v path. Suppose that w is not an incidence cutvertex. Then 
between every two vertices there exists at least one strongest path not 
containing w. In particular, there exists at least one strongest path P, joining 

wu1  and ,2wu  not containing w. This path together with ( )wuw 1,  and 

( )wuw 2,  forms a cycle. 
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We now consider two cases: 

(1) Suppose that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),,,,,,,,,,,, 222211111 wuuwuwuwwwuwwuwuuu  

2u  is not a strongest path. Then clearly one of ( ) ( )wuwwuw 21 ,,,  or both 

become the weakest incidence pairs of the cycle which contradicts that 
( )wuw 1,  and ( )wuw 2,  are two incidence cutpairs. 

(2) Suppose that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),,,,,,,,,,,, 222211111 wuuwuwuwwwuwwuwuuu  

2u  is a strongest path joining 1u  to .2u  Then the strength of the strongest 

incidence path from 1u  to 2u  equals ( ) ( ),,, 21 wuwwuw Ψ∧Ψ  the strength 

of P. Thus, the incidence pairs of P are at least as strong as ( )wuw 1,Ψ  and 

( )wuw 2,Ψ  and so ( ),, 1wuw ( )wuw 2,  or both are the weakest pairs of the 

cycle, a contradiction. 

Theorem 3.7. If ( )Ψµσ= ,,~G  is a fuzzy incidence tree and 

( ) ( ) ( )( )Ψµσ=∗ SuppSuppSuppG ,,~  

is not a tree, then there exists at least one incidence pair ( )uvu,  for which 

( ) ( ).,, uvuuvu ∞Ψ<Ψ  

Proof. Since G~  is a fuzzy incidence tree, there exists a fuzzy incidence 

spanning subgraph ( )Ωµσ= ,,~F  which is a tree such that ( ) <Ψ vwu,  

( )vwu,∞Ω  for all pairs ( )vwu,  not in .~F  Also, ( ) ( ).,, uvuuvu ∞∞ Ψ≤Ω  

Thus, ( ) ( )uvuuvu ,, ∞Ψ<Ψ  for all ( )uvu,  not in F~  and by hypothesis 

there exists one incidence pair ( )uvu,  not in .~F  

Definition 3.8. Let ( )Ψµσ= ,,~G  be the fuzzy incidence graph. Then 

G~  is said to be fuzzy incidence complete if for all ( ) ,, EVvwu ×∈  

( ) ( ) ( )., vwuvwu µ∧σ=Ψ  

Note that if G~  is fuzzy incidence complete, then ( ) ( ) ∧σ=Ψ uuvu,  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )., uvvuvvuvuv Ψ=µ∧σ=µ=µ  
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Theorem 3.9. If ( )Ψµσ= ,,~G  is a fuzzy incidence tree, then G~  is not 

fuzzy incidence complete. 

Proof. Suppose G~  is fuzzy incidence complete. Then ( ) =Ψ uvu,  

( )uvu,∞Ψ  for all ( )., uvu  Since ( )Ψµσ= ,,~G  is a fuzzy incidence tree, 

( ) ( )uvuuvu ,, ∞Ω<Ψ  for all ( )uvu,  not in ( ),,,~ Ωµσ=F  a fuzzy incidence 

spanning subgraph of G~  which is a tree. Thus, ( ) ( )uvuuvu ,, Ω<Ψ∞  which 

is impossible. Hence G~  is not fuzzy incidence complete. 

Theorem 3.10. Let ( )Ψµσ= ,,~G  be a fuzzy incidence tree. Then the 

internal vertices of a fuzzy incidence spanning subgraph F~  which is a tree 

are the incidence cutvertices of .~G  

Proof. Let w be a vertex in G~  which is not an end vertex of .~F  Then           

w is the common vertex of at least two incidence pairs in F~  which are 

incidence cutpairs of .~G  Thus, by Theorem 3.6, w is an incidence cutvertex. 

Suppose w is an end vertex of .~F  Then w is not an incidence cutvertex; else 
there would exist u, v distinct from w such that w is on every strongest u-v 

path and one such path certainly lies in .~F  However, this is not possible 

since w is an end vertex of .~F  

Corollary 3.11. Let ( )Ψµσ= ,,~G  be a fuzzy incidence tree. Then an 

incidence cutvertex is the common vertex of at least two incidence cutpairs. 

Theorem 3.12. Let ( )Ψµσ= ,,~G  be a fuzzy incidence graph. Then G~  

is a fuzzy incidence tree if and only if the following conditions are equivalent 
for all :, Vvu ∈  

(1) ( )uvu,  is an incidence cutpair. 

(2) ( ) ( ).,, uvuuvu Ψ=Ψ∞  
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Proof. Suppose ( )Ψµσ= ,,~G  is a fuzzy incidence tree. Suppose that 

( )uvu,  is an incidence cutpair. Then ( ) ( )uvuuvu ,, Ψ=Ψ∞  by Theorem 

3.4. Let ( )uvu,  be an incidence pair in G~  such that ( ) ( ).,, uvuuvu Ψ=Ψ∞  

If ( ) ( ) ( )( )Ψµσ=∗ Supp,Supp,Supp~G  is a tree, then clearly ( )uvu,  is an 

incidence cutpair. If ∗G~  is not a tree, then it follows from Theorem 3.7 that 

( )uvu,  is in F~  and ( )uvu,  is an incidence cutpair. 

Conversely, assume that (1) and (2) are equivalent. Let ( )Ωµσ= ,,~T  

be a maximal fuzzy incidence spanning tree for .~G  If ( )uvu,  is in ,~T  

( ) ( )uvuuvu ,, Ψ=Ψ∞  and hence ( )uvu,  is an incidence cutpair. Now 

those are the only fuzzy incidence bridges in G~  for if possible let ( )vuu ′′′,  

be an incidence cutpair of G~  which is not in .~T  Consider a cycle C 

consisting of ( )vuu ′′′,  and the unique vuu ′′′-  path in .~T  Now incidence 

pairs of this vuu ′′′-  path are incidence cutpairs and so they are not weakest 

pairs of C. Hence ( )vuu ′′′,  must be the weakest cutpair of C and thus cannot 

be an incidence cutpair. 

Furthermore, for all incidence pairs ( )vuu ′′′,  not in ,~T  we have 

( ) ( );,, vuuvuu ′′′Ω<′′′Ψ ∞  for if possible, let ( ) ( ).,, vuuvuu ′′′Ω≥′′′Ψ ∞  

However, ( ) ( ),,, vuuvuu ′′′Ψ<′′′Ψ ∞  where strict inequality holds, since 

( )vuu ′′′,  is not an incidence cutpair. Hence ( ) ( )vuuvuu ′′′Ψ<′′′Ω ∞∞ ,,  

which is impossible, since ( )vuu ′′′Ω∞ ,  is the strength of the unique vuu ′′′-  

path in T~  and ( ) ( ).,, vuuvuu ′′′Ω=′′′Ψ ∞∞  Thus, T~  is the required spanning 

fuzzy incidence subgraph F~  which is a tree and hence G~  is a fuzzy 
incidence tree. 
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